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ABSTRACT

In the increasing craze of internet has geared a number of modern firms for using web technology in their day to day lives. A remarkable ability to analyze web log data is provided to them by the web mining technology, that are putatively full of information, but frequently lacking with meaningful information. This signifies the need to the development of an inference mechanism which is advanced and that draws out richer implication from mining’s output. This paper presents a web mining algorithm that aims at amending the interpretations of the draft’s output of association rule mining. This algorithm is being tremendously used in web mining. The results obtained prove robustness of the algorithm proposed in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We With the ample amount of information residing on the World Wide Web (WWW), the problem of retrieving meaningful information from the Web has obtained attention between researchers in mining of the data. Web services are becoming a gaining importance for organizations due to today’s agnostic business environment, not only for collecting data but also for discovering patterns from the collected data[3-5]. Business strategies can then be developed from the collected data on the basis of the knowledge gained. To create loyal customers and achieve competitive advantage most of the organizations are implementing value-added services on the Web. So to retain long-term relations with the customers, companies have realized the importance of providing personalized products and services. A variety of methods focused on discovering individuals needs are achieved through personalization[6-7]. Web mining helps to retrieve such knowledge that is useful for personalization and improved services if the Web[8].

The process of discovering knowledge from web is known as the Web Mining. It is the procedure to apply the data mining techniques to retrieve meaningful knowledge from ample amount if information present on the web[9]. The objective of web mining being same as that of data mining, both search for meaningful knowledge from the web log and the database[10-11]. Data mining deals with more structural database and extraction of knowledge[13].

Web mining is divided into three areas majorly[14]: web structure, web content and web usage mining. Inferring data from organization and links on web is known as Web structure mining[15], the process of extracting data from multiple number of web document contents is known as web content mining[15] whereas automatic discovery of user patterns from web servers is known as the web usage mining.

The web content mining[17] uses the web search engines, its main role is to discover the contents from the web which are as per the user’s requirements and constraints.

Recently, web content mining has migrated to agent based[18] and database driven mining by the usage of traditional search engine. More intelligently the consideration of domain characteristics and user profiles are taken by agents for search towards more relevant web contents. They also support the users to figure out the discovered contents of the web. The external, internal structures and the URL are most of the agents for web structure. The investigation of the hyperlinked relationships between web pages is known as external structure mining[19], while the analysis of relationships of information within web pages is known as internal structure mining. The extraction of URL that is important to decision maker’s purpose is known as URL mining[20].

Web usage mining is to apply the concept of data mining to the web log file data, and automatically discover user access patterns towards a specific web page. Another source for the web usage mining is web logs, which contain information about the referring pages for each page reference. Results gained from web usage mining deliver decision makers with important data about the lifetime value of the customers, cross-marketing strategies across products. Among other things, the web usage mining[21] helps organization analyze user access patterns to targeting ads or web pages and provide with the restructuring of a web site to generate more effective management of the workgroup communication and infrastructure of organization.

This paper contracts with web usage mining, for which multiple data mining techniques such as statistical analysis, clustering, classification, association rules, sequential pattern discovery, and dependency modeling have been smeared to web server logs. Amongst them, association rules forms the focus of this study.

2. ASSOCIATION RULES MINING

All Among the various data mining techniques, association rules mining[22] is popular in marketing intelligence fields. However, association rule mining is applied to the task of web mining. The derivation of association rule mining is done from the the approach of data mining, known to well discover meaningful rules from large collections of information. The association rule mining emphasizes on finding association rules such as X→Y with support A% and confidence B%, where X and Y are the item sets, from the database transactions. The rule specifies that the records of transactions in database that contain X tend to contain Y. The support A % of the rule X→Y is the transactions percent that contain X. The rule X→Y grips in the database transactions with confidence B%, if B% of transactions that support X also support Y. Thus, the support signifies the usefulness of the discovered association...
rules, while the confidence specifies certainty of the perceived association rules. Therefore, the goal of the association rule mining is to find out all rules that have support and confidence larger than the user-specified minimum support and minimum confidence. This definition of the association rule mining specifies that numerous redundant rules may be found, which also substantiates the algorithm presented in this paper to cultivate a new web mining approach to enrich the interpretation from the results of web mining like association rule mining [23].

Apriori algorithm [24], which is espoused in this paper as on the association rule mining techniques, is one of the widespread association rule mining techniques. Apriori algorithm functions in two phases. In the first phase, all transaction sets are produced with the downward closure property of support. In the second phase, the association rules are produced from all the transaction sets.

Our proposed algorithm is poised of the support number one, the support number two and Rel-confidence. The first stage is to abstract association rules from the web log database in which all the web surfing log files users generated on a target web site are stored. The purpose why we use association rules is that a web site shows a set of interrelated hyperlinks each of which may signify either a menu, a data set, a figure, or another web document, etc., and that the objective of the web mining is usually to find out the hidden informative relationship between those inter-related hyperlinks users visited while web surfing.

3. DESCRIBING METHODOLOGY
To discover the unknown informative relationship between those interrelated hyperlinks users visited while surfing the web, a new algorithm of determining association rules that contain the support number one, the support number two and Rel-confidence is offered in this paper. K-candidate item sets, where k is the number of data items in its each itemset, is denoted as Ck. Ik denotes the candidate itemset from Ck. Ik.support denotes the support for candidate itemset Ik. The algorithms for producing frequent itemsets that include semi-frequent itemsets are provided as follows:

Algorithm1 (function for generating candidate itemsets, candi-gen(Lk-1))
if (k=2) then insert into Ck;
    select p.item1; q.item1 from L1
else
    insert into Ck
    select p.item1; p.item2; ... ; p.itemk-1; q.itemk-1
where    p.item1=q.item1, ..., p.itemk-2=q.itemk-2, p.itemk-1 < q.itemk-1

Algorithm2:
D: Database (a set of transactions)
I = i1, i2, ..., in: a set of data items accessed by all transactions in D
C1 = {i1, i2, ..., ik};
for ( i∈C1)
    if (ik.support≥1st support) then ic∈L1
else remove ic from C1
end
for (k=2; Lk-1 ! = Ø; k++) do
    Ck = Candi-gen(Lk-1);
    T = { ];
    for all transactions t in D do
        Ct = { ]; /* Ct = {Ik| Ik∈Ck and all data items in Ik are included by transaction t} */
        for all Ik∈Ck do
            if (all data items in Ik are included by transaction t )
            then Ct = Ct∪Ik
        end
        for all candidates Ik∈Ck do
            Lk.count++
        End
        T = TuCt
    end
for all candidates Ik in T do
    if (Ik.count≥1st support) then Lk ={Ik| Ik∈T and Ik.count≥1st support}
else
    Rel-confidence (i1, i2, ..., ik) = max(sup(i1, i2, ..., ik)/sup(i1), sup(i1, i2, ..., ik)/sup(i2), ...,sup(i1,i2, ..., ik)/sup(ik))
    if (Ik.count≥2nd support and Ik. max-conf≥min-conf)
        then Lk ={Ik| Ik∈T and Ik. max-conf≥min-conf }
else remove Ik from Ck
end
Answer =∪k Lk
End

The original web log data is adulterated by various types of irrelevant, redundant and void data, for instance, filename suffixes like map, jpeg, gif and count. cgi, etc. For mining a significant set of association rules from the web log database, the first step is to cleanse the target web log data so that the preprocessed web log data becomes extra traceable to particular web documents, and free from meaningless noisy data like the local caches, proxy servers, corporate firewalls, etc. After completion of the preprocessing task, the target web log data then becomes clean and ready for further web mining procedures. It is ordinary to sort out the preprocessed web log data file by the same IP address because an unidentified user leaving some trails on the web log database can be identified uniquely by his/her own IP address. Table 1 depicts raw web log database and the corresponding preprocessed web log database.

The web mining algorithm we espoused here is the one projected above, which is built based on the known Apriori Algorithm. Based on the preprocessed web log database in Table 1. The equivalent association rules were mined with a
threshold of 60% confidence. Table 1 shows an extract of the derived association rules.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
The methods and techniques which are used for estimating the interest of the user are web usage mining, DFS and apriori algorithm using association rule are being explained under in this section. Various modules such as server module, client module.

**Fig 1: Proposed System**

Steps on client and server side:

**Client:**
- The client machine’s browser tracks user’s behavior of browsing and the time details that are relates.
- The extension makes use of servlets for logging data on database(local)by making use of apache tomcat.
- The client application supports the feature of storing the browsing history(local), the filtering data and it applies user statistics to the cloud.
- The user can thus estimate its time that was needed to open a particular page or site.

**Server:**
- Server obtains log which consists of user’s action from the client machines.
- Server applies mining algorithms so that better business intelligence solutions can be.
- Server application serves with a graphical analysis of user’s usage patterns.

We have also created an extension for the browser like chrome, local log manager, etc. Their functions are as follows

**Chrome Extension:**
It helps to track the user actions on the web and stores the data in the web log database. Whenever any user enters an URL in the address bar, its details are stored immediately in the local database.

**Local Log Manager:**
It contains the browsing details of a particular user such as ip address, url, request and response time.

4.1 Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>URL</th>
<th>REQ Time</th>
<th>REEP TIME</th>
<th>IP</th>
<th>REQUEST ID</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>AGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hack.m">http://www.hack.m</a>..</td>
<td>142178902417</td>
<td>142178902450</td>
<td>saman12345</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>panel</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2031</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hack.m">http://www.hack.m</a>..</td>
<td>1421789123039</td>
<td>14217891250301</td>
<td>saman12345</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>panel</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2032</td>
<td><a href="http://www.google">http://www.google</a>..</td>
<td>1421789123549</td>
<td>14217891253424</td>
<td>saman12345</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>panel</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2033</td>
<td><a href="http://www.google">http://www.google</a>..</td>
<td>14217891235424</td>
<td>14217891253432</td>
<td>saman12345</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>panel</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2034</td>
<td><a href="http://www.google">http://www.google</a>..</td>
<td>14217891235432</td>
<td>14217891253442</td>
<td>saman12345</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>panel</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2035</td>
<td><a href="http://www.google">http://www.google</a>..</td>
<td>14217891235442</td>
<td>14217891253453</td>
<td>saman12345</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>panel</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2036</td>
<td><a href="http://www.google">http://www.google</a>..</td>
<td>14217891235453</td>
<td>14217891253464</td>
<td>saman12345</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>panel</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2037</td>
<td><a href="http://www.google">http://www.google</a>..</td>
<td>14217891235464</td>
<td>14217891253475</td>
<td>saman12345</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>panel</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2038</td>
<td><a href="http://www.google">http://www.google</a>..</td>
<td>14217891235475</td>
<td>14217891253485</td>
<td>saman12345</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>panel</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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